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The free-running roller wheel curtain hooks of Movatrack 100 

are a revelation to nursing staff who have grown accustomed to

ordinary cubicle track systems. Even after years of use, curtains

on Movatrack will be light and easy to draw, and will not jam,

even on bends.

Not only do nursing staff prefer the ease of use and dependability

of Movatrack 100 - many installers would rather fit Movatrack

than any other track. Its simple and  elegant design is not only

easy and quick to install - it is also more satisfying. The rigid track

section does not flex or sag, and the ability to span 3m means

that ceiling suspension points are reduced to a minimum. The

die-cast aluminium wall shoes hold the track securely and safely,

whilst the slim and effective aluminium suspension hangers 

exceed NHS strength requirements. Movatrack fully complies

with the requirements of HTM66.

Every track is fitted with a unique press-slide curtain removal

point allowing curtains to be removed swiftly, complete with

hooks. This reduces maintenance time and improves infection

control: no tedious track height unhooking of soiled curtains.

Standard bend radius is 300mm, and gradual curves may be

manufactured to any required radius.

Options

• White powder-coated or silver anodised finish. 

• BioSafe anti bacterial coating (white track only).

• Any RAL colour to order.

• Cubicle numbering system.

• Cubicle track uplighters fixed to top of track.

• Stainless steel roller hooks or rings in place of standard

roller hook or more details.

Kestrel

Movatrack 100 cubicle track may be fitted with the Kestrel 

Magnetic Suspension System for anti-ligature use. This is an 

NHS requirement in mental health areas where patients may be 

at risk of self harm. Please see the Kestrel brochure for 

further information.

Harrier curtains

Harrier disposable cubicle curtains will fit Movatrack, and 

the Movaglide glider system works perfectly with the built in 

curtain removal point. All Harrier curtain products are compatible

with Movatrack. Please see the Harrier brochure for further 

information or more details.

Specification: Movatrack 100 cubicle track system as 

manufactured by Yewdale Bridge, +44 (0) 1268 570900. 

Aluminium track with white powder-coated/silver anodised 

finish, and including all necessary fittings. Each cubicle track 

to be fitted with a press-slide curtain removal point, and roller

wheel curtain hooks at 10 per metre. Layout as shown on 

accompanying drawings.

Please refer to NBS Plus

Movatrack 100 cubicle Track
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Cubicle track system

An example of a typical
ward layout, showing
how Movatrack 100 
provides optimum 
patient privacy.

Schematic layout to show all components

Movatrack shower tracks are ideally

suited to all contract applications. 

Utilising the strong and rigid Movatrack

100 profile, they have a hygienic, 

wipe-clean, white powder-coated finish

as standard. Roller wheel curtain hooks

remove any need to lubricate the track,

and ensure effortless movement of the

shower curtains.

Movatrack shower tracks are available

from stock in a range of standard sizes

including straight and L-shape tracks.

Fittings packs are also available to suit

each track and are simple and easy to

install. Bespoke tracks may be 

manufactured to order.

Movatrack Shower Tracks

Kestrel

These shower tracks may also be fitted

with the Kestrel Magnetic Suspension

System for anti-ligature use (as shown

at left). This is essential in psychiatric

areas and greatly reduces the risk of

self-harm by patients.

Specification: Movatrack shower

tracks as manufactured by Yewdale

Bridge +44 (0) 1268 570900 Aluminium

track with white powder-coated finish,

and complete with all necessary fittings 

including roller wheel curtain hooks at

10 per metre.

Please refer to NBS Plus


